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impossible to mistake for the work of others as his handwriting or
any paragraph taken at random from one of his speeches.
In the minutiae of daily routine he was not only individual bt&
highly conservative.   For the greater part of his life for instance he
invariably read, for about two hours before going to bed, some book
as a rule unconnected with his work.   No public or private exactions
were allowed to interfere with this iron habit, and on one occasion
when he returned at four in the morning from a fancy-dress ball he
was found by an anxious wife in his library at a quarter to six, still
clad in the costume of one of Cromwell's Ironsides and absorbed in
his usual lucubration.   With similar tenacity he clung to quill pens
long after all reasonable men had discarded them.   Induced at last
to buy a stylograph—a repulsive red example of its kind, of Doric
build and poor efficiency—he continued with dogged loyalty to ply
it alone in a world of fountain pens.   Except occasionally in the
matter of notes for speeches,1 nothing could reconcile him to the
practice of dictation, to which he imputed most of the diffuseness of
modern correspondence.    The great Victorians had written their
letters with their own hands.   Why should not he ?   The Victorians'
practice did not save them from prolixity, but this is not a fatilt of
which his own letters can be accused.   For the telephone he felt
almost a personal animosity, and a few grufi monosyllables—mostly
" Yes "  and   " No "—were  all  his  resentment  conceded to it.
Hospitable to new ideas in larger fields, he obstinately resisted
changes in the minor apparatus of living.   In this sphere the new
was to him new-fangled and alien.   He had a habit, both in public
and in private, of referring to anything he disliked with a peculiar
distinctness and a kind of intimidating emphasis, which seemed to
set, between the speaker and the thing spoken of, an unbridgeable
chasm of incomprehension and distaste.   The tone of voice in which
at one time he used to allude to the Referendum, would have blasted
a more popular reform;   and many proposed innovations in his
routine of life withered before the same chilling inflexion.
Physically, his constitution was, in his own words, equally com-
pounded of iron and leather. He could stand more in the way of
exacting mental labour, late hours, and airless surroundings than
any public man, and was unsparing in his contempt for tibd
u pampered athletes " who succumb to such conditions. Until the
* Until he had been Prime Minister for some time his notes were extremely
rasagre.   ib 1908, on the occasion of a speech of importance on the Licensing Bat
of that year, a lady sitting on the platform asked him for his notes as a memento*
0fc *to&B$e:«Kve!ope which he handed her the only legible words were " Too many
*

